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A model was developed that simulates the binaural response properties of low-frequency inferior
colliculus ~IC! neurons in response to several types of stimuli. The model incorporates existing
models for auditory-nerve fibers, bushy cells in the cochlear nucleus, and cells in medial superior
olive ~MSO!. The IC model neuron receives two inputs, one excitatory from an ipsilateral MSO
model cell and one inhibitory from a contralateral MSO model cell. The membrane potential of the
IC model neuron~and the other model neurons! is described by Hodgkin–Huxley type equations.
Responses of IC neurons are simulated for pure-tone stimuli, binaural beat stimuli, interaural
phase-modulated tones, single binaural clicks, and pairs of binaural clicks. The simulation results
show most of the observed properties of IC discharge patterns, including the bimodal and unimodal
interaural time difference~ITD! functions, sensitivities to direction and rate of change of ITD,
ITD-dependent echo suppression, and early and late inhibitions in response to clicks. This study
demonstrates that these response properties can be generated by a simple model incorporating
ITD-dependent excitation and inhibition from binaural neurons. ©1998 Acoustical Society of
America.@S0001-4966~98!00501-3#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Bt, 43.66.Pn@RDF#
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INTRODUCTION

The inferior colliculus~IC! is a critical structure for the
integration of ascending monaural and binaural pathway
is an obligatory station for all major pathways from th
lower auditory brain stem~see review by Oliver and Huerta
1992!. However, it is still not clear how these afferents i
teract with each other and what processing is conduc
within the IC. Neural modeling of the auditory pathway
useful in providing a better understanding of the neuro
mechanisms. This study focused on the interaction of e
tation and inhibition in the low-frequency region of the IC

There have been many studies of the monaural and
aural responses of the central nucleus of the IC~Kuwada and
Yin, 1983; Yin and Kuwada, 1983a, b; Kuwadaet al., 1984,
1987, 1989; Yinet al., 1986, 1987; Carney and Yin, 1989
Spitzer and Semple, 1991, 1993; Litovsky and Yin, 19
1994; Yin, 1994; Fitzpatricket al., 1995!. However, little
modeling has been done so far with the goal of describing
available data, even though there are a few models simu
ing specific aspects of the data~Sujakuet al., 1981; Colburn
and Ibrahim, 1993; Brugheraet al., 1996!. The lack of an
inclusive model is partly due to the fact that the response
the IC neurons show considerable variety and it is hard
describe all the data with a single model. The models
Sujakuet al. ~1981! and Colburn and Ibrahim~1993! derive
their input discharge patterns from mathematically genera
patterns of action potentials simulating the discharges
monaural nuclei from each side. Another, more physiolog
model, such as the model of the medial superior olive~MSO!
by Brugheraet al. ~1996! which simulates click responses o
MSO and IC neurons, derives the input discharge patte
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from bushy cell models which are in turn driven by th
auditory-nerve fiber model of Carney~1993!. All of these IC
models restrict binaural interaction to a single neural lev
hence they are unable to describe some of the data tha
quire a hierarchy of binaural neurons to interpret.

The objective of this study was to build an explicit com
putational model that simulates diverse responses of cel
the IC. The modeling approach in this study has emphas
the physiological basis of the model and its componen
Since an abstract model which functionally simulates the
sponses of neurons would constrain its physiological reali
such a generic model was not employed in this study. The
model presented in this paper incorporates a model
auditory-nerve fibers~Carney, 1993!, models of globular and
spherical bushy cells~Rothman et al., 1993; Joriset al.,
1994!, and a model of MSO cells~Brugheraet al., 1996!.
The discharge patterns of each component model neuron
compatible with available physiological data. The IC neur
model is similar to the models of bushy cells and MSO ce
Specifically, it is a single-compartment neuron with a me
brane specified by capacitance and conductances for se
channels including voltage-sensitive~Hodgkin and Huxley,
1952! and ligand-gated excitatory and inhibitory channe
~Eccles, 1964!. The IC model neuron is excited by a binaur
~MSO! model neuron which is sensitive to interaural tim
differences~ITDs! and is inhibited by another~MSO! model
neuron with similar discharge properties as the excitat
binaural neuron.

The responses of IC neurons that are simulated incl
the responses to tone stimuli~Yin and Kuwada, 1983a!, bin-
aural beat stimuli~Yin and Kuwada, 1983a!, interaural
4753(1)/475/19/$10.00 © 1998 Acoustical Society of America
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phase-modulated stimuli~Spitzer and Semple, 1993!, binau-
ral clicks ~Carney and Yin, 1989!, and pairs of binaura
clicks ~Litovsky and Yin, 1993, 1994; Fitzpatricket al.,
1995!. A detailed description of these data is given where
physiological data are compared with simulation results
will be seen that the sensitivity of IC neurons to dynamica
changing ITDs cannot be described by this model. A mo
fied IC model which has a different membrane equation
which can describe these data is presented in the acco
nying paper~Cai et al., 1998!. In the present paper, the abil
ties of the simpler IC model to describe the physiologi
data are demonstrated.

I. METHODS

A. Description of the model

The structure of the model is based on anatomical
physiological evidence but with some simplifications. The
model neuron is driven by an ipsilateral MSO model neu
and inhibited by a contralateral MSO model neuron via
inhibitory interneuron, presumed to be within the dors
nucleus of the lateral lemniscus~DNLL ! ~Fig. 1!. This struc-
ture is based on the facts that the MSO provides tonotop
projections ipsilaterally to the IC~Henkel and Spangler
1983! and that the DNLL provides tonotopical GABAerg
projections contralaterally to the IC that are presumed to
inhibitory ~Adams and Mugnaini, 1984; Shneidermanet al.,
1988, 1993!. Since the MSO projects to the DNLL ipsilate
ally and tonotopically with synaptic endings associated w
excitatory transmitters~Glendenninget al., 1981; Henkel
and Spangler, 1983!, the model can be further simplified b
having the contralateral MSO send inhibitory inputs direc
to the IC. Although the DNLL receives many of the sam
inputs as the IC, to simplify the model we made the assum
tion that the DNLL mirrored the activity of the MSO on it
ipsilateral side. Therefore the input to the IC model neuron
this study consists of two binaural neurons, one from
ipsilateral MSO and the other from the contralateral MS
The two MSO model neurons in turn receive binaural ex

FIG. 1. Structure of the IC model, which incorporated models of periph
structures, e.g., MSO, SBC, and AN fiber~not shown!. The outlined struc-
ture of the DNLL neuron did not exist in the model but does exist anato
cally. In other words, it was modeled as a relay of its input with a 1-
delay. The SBC and onset model cells were driven by auditory-nerve
models. Excitatory synapses are marked by ‘‘1’’ and inhibitory synapses by
‘‘ 2’’.
476 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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tatory inputs from model spherical bushy cells~SBC!, which
have convergent inputs from model auditory-nerve fibers

For some simulations, the MSO model neurons also
ceive inhibitory inputs from onset cells, which are presu
ably relayed from globular bushy cells~GBCs! in the an-
teroventral cochlear nucleus~AVCN! via the medial nucleus
of the trapezoid body~MNTB! and the lateral nucleus of th
trapezoid body~LNTB! ~Smithet al., 1991; Cant and Hyson
1992!. The discharge patterns at each stage of the mo
above the auditory-nerve level are derived from the d
charge times of the previous stage. Note that the inhibit
inputs from onset cells to the MSO model neuron are o
relevant for the simulation of the responses to transi
stimuli. Since these inhibitory inputs are assumed to be on
cells ~Brugheraet al., 1996!, the inhibition from these neu
rons only lasts a few milliseconds after the onset of stimu
tion and the presence of these cells has little influence on
responses of the model neurons one second after the ons
the stimulus, which is the beginning of the window for su
tained responses to long-duration stimuli.

The bushy cells, MSO cells, and IC cells are mode
with single-compartment Hodgkin–Huxley–Eccles mod
~Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952; Eccles, 1964! similar to the
bushy cell model in Rothmanet al. ~1993!. This membrane
model incorporates a nonlinear conductance as observe
bushy cells of the AVCN~Manis and Marx, 1991! and prin-
cipal cells of the MSO~Smith, 1995!. The primary reason for
also using it for the IC cells in this study is the availability
the Rothmanet al. ~1993! model in the literature. This mode
accurately reproduced bushy cell membrane characteri
observed in real bushy cells by Manis and Marx~1991!,
Oertel ~1983, 1985!, and Wu and Oertel~1984!. Although
there is no conclusive evidence for the existence of the lo
threshold potassium channels in IC neurons, nonlinear m
brane characteristics associated with this channel have
observed in some IC cells~Peruzzi and Oliver, 1995!. We
believe that other simpler membrane models would gene
essentially the same results as the Rothmanet al. ~1993!
model used for the IC model neuron.

B. Auditory nerve model

The auditory nerve~AN! model of Carney~1993! was
used to generate the discharge patterns of AN fibers in
sponse to both transient and long-duration stimuli. Mo
parameters were the same as those used by Carney~1993!.
The rate function, which described the average arrival rate
the nonhomogeneous Poisson process, was slightly mod
so that it closely matched the one used by Rothmanet al.
~1993!. The rate function is expressed as:

R~ t !5S~ t !@12c0e2~ t2t l2RA!/s02c1e2~ t2t l2RA!/s1#

3u~ t2t l2RA!, ~1!

whereS(t) is the synapse output,t l is the time of the most
recent discharge, andRA is the absolute refractoriness o
0.75 ms. The functionu(t) represents the unit step function
An initial settling time of 15 ms was added to the AN mod
to reduce the effects of parameter initialization. Also, t
time of the first action potential was set at the beginning

l
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the settling period rather than at the beginning of the stim
lus.

C. Bushy cell model

The responses of bushy cells, including the SBCs
the GBCs, were simulated using the Rothmanet al. ~1993!
model, which is based on the assumption that the soma o
bushy cell is uniform and adendritic. The model membra
contained three voltage-dependent ion channels~a fast so-
dium channel, a delayed-rectifierlike potassium channel,
a low-threshold potassium channel! and a voltage-
independent leakage channel. The membrane potential
determined by the currents of these channels as well as t
of the excitatory and inhibitory synaptic inputs. The diffe
ential equation describing the change in membrane pote
V is

C
dV

dt
1GB~V2EK!1GK~V2EK!1GNa~V2ENa!

1GL~V2EL!1GI~V2EI !1GE~V2EE!5I ext, ~2!

whereC is membrane capacitance. The conductances of
low-threshold slow potassium channel (GB), sodium chan-
nel (GNa) and delayed-rectifierlike potassium channel (GK)
were described by Hodgkin–Huxley-type equations as
Rothmanet al. ~1993!.

The time course of the excitatory synaptic conducta
was described by the following alpha function with a tim
constanttex of 0.1 ms:

GE~ t2t0!5GEmax

t2t0

tex
expF12

t2t0

tex
Gu~ t2t0!. ~3!

The conductance starts to increase when an input action
tential arrives at timet0 and reaches its maximum valu
GEmax

at time t01tex.
The model SBCs had 25 inputs from model AN fibe

with characteristic frequencies~CFs! of approximately 500
Hz. The maximum conductance of each input was 7
which gave the bushy cells a primarylike peristimulus tim
~PST! histogram with high synchronization index to ton
burst stimuli at CF~Joris et al., 1994!. None of the model
bushy cells received inhibitory inputs.

The ‘‘onset’’ cells received inputs from 16 AN fiber
with CFs evenly distributed between 350 and 650 Hz. E
input had a~subthreshold! synaptic strength of 4.0 nS. Thes
cells showed both an onset response and a low susta
response to a tone burst. Since they were included in
model only in the simulations of the responses to trans
stimuli, in which case the low sustained part of the respo
did not play an important role, the model was equivalent
having inhibition from onset cells when it was considered
the responses to both transient and sustained stimuli.
sponses of model SBCs and onset cells are illustrate
Brugheraet al. ~1996!.

D. MSO model

The MSO model neurons in this study had the sa
structure as the MSO model developed by Brugheraet al.
477 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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~1996!, in which the differential equation for the MSO mem
brane potential was the same as that in the bushy cell m
of Rothman et al. ~1993! @shown in Eq. ~2!#. The MSO
model neurons received excitatory inputs from SBCs on b
sides unless otherwise indicated. For simulations of trans
stimuli, they also received inhibitory inputs from onset ce
on one or both sides. The onset inhibition is presuma
from GBCs in the AVCN via the nuclei of the trapezo
body; GBCs are characterized by primarylike-with-notch
onset-L responses~Smith and Rhode, 1987!; both types are
onset dominated. The effects of the sustained response
not explored in this study. Based on the assumption that
ventral part of the medial nucleus of the trapezoid bo
~MNTB! is a faithful relay of the GBCs in the AVCN, the
input patterns of the MSO were taken directly from the d
charge times of model SBCs and GBCs. There were f
possible input types to each MSO model neuron. They w
ipsilateral SBC, ipsilateral GBC, contralateral SBC, and co
tralateral GBC. The parameters of each input type includ
the number of projecting neurons, the synaptic strength,
time constant, and the delay of arrival of the input. For ea
of the four input types, the number of projecting neurons w
six, unless otherwise indicated. The synaptic strength of
excitation was 2.5 nS, except in the simulation of respon
to pairs of binaural clicks, for which the synaptic streng
was 2.0 nS~which gave a sharper click ITD function!. The
time constant for excitation was the same as used for mo
bushy cells, i.e., 0.1 ms. The difference in the delay of arri
between two excitatory inputs determined the characteri
delay ~CD! of the model neuron. A positive CD indicate
that the excitatory inputs from the SBCs on the contralate
side of that neuron were delayed. The parameters of the
hibitory inputs were adjusted to fit different data and will b
described later.

The CD of the ipsilateral MSO model neuron in o
simulation was either 100ms or zero, indicating that the
model neuron was most sensitive to sounds coming from
contralateral side~when 100ms! or the midline~when zero!.
The CDs of the contralateral MSO model neuron were var
for two purposes: first, to systematically study their effe
on the ITD functions of the IC model neurons~in the simu-
lation of the responses to tone stimuli! and second, to fit
different properties of the physiological data~in the simula-
tion of the responses to pairs of binaural clicks!. Direct com-
parisons between the responses of MSO model neurons
physiological data are provided in Brugheraet al. ~1996!.

E. IC model

Both linear and nonlinear current-voltage relationsh
have been observed in IC neurons~Peruzzi and Oliver,
1995!. Due to the small number of samples, no correlat
can be made between the morphology of the neurons
their current-voltage functions. There was no compelli
reason as to what type of membrane equation should be
in the IC model. For simplicity, the Rothmanet al. ~1993!
model was used for the IC model neuron. The differen
equation describing the membrane potential was the sam
that for the MSO model neurons and model bushy cells@Eq.
~2!#. The excitatory synaptic conductance function was
477Cai et al.: IC binaural model with inhibitory inputs
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ways an alpha function as described in Eq.~3!, whereas the
inhibitory conductance function was a linear summation
an alpha function and an exponential function, i.e.,

GI~ t2t0!5S GI input

t2t0

t inh
expF12

t2t0

t inh
G

11.5GI input
expF2

t2t0

t inh
G Du~ t2t0!, ~4!

whereGI input
is the synaptic strength of the inhibitory inpu

The function described in Eq.~4! ensures that the inhibition
increases rapidly at onset and decays slowly, unlike the a
function alone which builds up slowly before it reaches t
peak. The rapid onset and slow decay of inhibitory posts
aptic potential have been observed in MSO cells~Smith,
1995!.

The inhibitory input to the IC was always delayed by
ms because of the longer pathway to the IC and the e
synapse~omitted here! at the DNLL. This delay would not
change the model results in any significant way~Cai, unpub-
lished observation!. The inhibitory synaptic strength an
time constant of the IC were either systematically studied~in
the simulations of the responses to sustained stimuli! or var-
ied to fit the physiological data~in the simulations of the
responses to transient stimuli!. Detailed parameter specifica
tions are provided in later sections.

F. Stimulus generation and simulation data analysis

Five kinds of stimuli were generated: long-duration to
stimuli, binaural beat stimuli, interaural phase-modula
stimuli, single binaural clicks, and pairs of binaural click
These stimuli are described in detail in later sections wh
the physiological data and simulation results are compa
The analyses of simulation results replicated those use
physiological experiments. All simulations were run on S
con Graphics workstations using C under the IRIX operat
system.

II. RESULTS

A. Responses to pure-tone stimuli

Responses of IC neurons to both binaural and mona
tone stimuli have been reported for physiological studi
Binaural tone stimuli are used to study the ITD functions
various stimulus frequencies, including tones at CF and
CF ~Yin and Kuwada, 1983b!. Monaural tone stimuli are
used to study the phase locking of neurons~Kuwadaet al.,
1984!. In this section, simulations of these binaural and m
aural response properties related to tone stimuli are
sented.

1. Tone ITD functions

The ITD function describes the relationship between
sponse rate and interaural time difference. The ITD functi
from MSO neurons obtained from tone stimulus are usu
approximately sinusoidal with a frequency equal to stimu
frequency ~Yin and Chan, 1990; Goldberg and Brow
1969!. The tone ITD functions from IC neurons, howeve
show wide variations in shape. Yin and Kuwada~1983a!
478 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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gave some examples of the interaural phase difference~IPD!
functions of IC neurons in response to tone stimuli~their Fig.
3!. Some of the IPD functions have a single peak in o
cycle, while some others show a bimodal shape. Bimo
IPD functions have not been observed in MSO neurons.

Figure 2 shows the IPD function of some IC model ne
rons. The tone stimuli in our simulations were 65-dB si
waves with a duration of three seconds. The frequency of
tone was 500 Hz. For each ITD, only one sweep of
stimulus was presented and the response rate was calcu
from the number of discharges during the last two second
the stimulus. The range of ITDs, from22 to 12 ms with
steps of 0.1 ms, represented two cycles of the ITD funct
for a tone frequency of 500 Hz. The IPD function was o
tained by averaging the ITD functions over both cycles a
converting the horizontal axis from time to phase.

The model parameters for tone stimuli, including ipsila
eral and contralateral MSO and IC model neurons, are lis
in Table I. The synaptic strength and time constant of
inhibitory input to the IC were systematically varied. Thre
combinations of these two parameters representing w
moderate, and strong inhibition are listed in Table II. T
excitatory synaptic strength from the ipsilateral MSO mod
neuron to the IC model neuron was chosen such that an i
discharge from the ipsilateral MSO would generate an out
discharge in the IC over the full range of its discharge ra
in the ITD function, when inhibition was absent. The CD
the ipsilateral MSO neuron was 100ms, and the CD of the
contralateral MSO neuron was set at four different valu
260, 50, 150, and 400ms. These values were chosen bas
on the fact that most~93%! of the CDs of MSO neurons in a
cat are distributed between 0 and1400ms, corresponding to
stimuli in the contralateral sound field~Yin and Chan, 1990!.
Very few MSO neurons respond preferentially to sou
coming from the ipsilateral side, corresponding to a nega
CD.

The four panels of Fig. 2 correspond to four differe
CDs of the contralateral MSO model neuron. For each C
in the case of weak inhibition~solid curve!, the IPD function
of the IC model neuron was almost the same as that of
ipsilateral MSO. The inhibition from the contralateral MS
was not strong enough to affect the ITD sensitivity of the I
When the inhibition became stronger, however, the contra
eral inhibition reshaped the IPD function of the IC. The r
sponse rate of the IC model neuron at a certain ITD
pended on the interaction of the excitation and the inhibiti
Note that the relation between the output response rate
the excitatory and inhibitory input rates of the IC was no
linear. The peak of the ITD function was more likely to b
affected by inhibition than the trough, because at a high
sponse rate the interspike interval of the input firing w
short. An inhibitory conductance change during a short
riod of time might be sufficiently long to inhibit the neuron
discharge at the time of the next excitatory input firing. T
lower the excitatory input discharge rate, the less it would
affected by the inhibition.

The CD of the contralateral MSO affected the ITD
tuning of the IC such that excitations interacted with diffe
ent levels of inhibition over the IPD range, and therefo
478Cai et al.: IC binaural model with inhibitory inputs
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FIG. 2. IPD functions of IC model neurons when the inhibitions to the IC were ‘‘weak,’’ ‘‘moderate,’’ and ‘‘strong.’’ The three IPD functions in each
from top to bottom represent ‘‘weak’’~solid!, ‘‘moderate’’ ~long dashes!, and ‘‘strong’’ ~short dashes! inhibition. The CDs of the contralateral MSO mode
neuron were:260ms ~A!, 50 ms ~B!, 150ms ~C!, and 400ms ~D!. Input parameters of the IC model neurons are given in Tables I and II.
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influenced the shape of the IPD function of IC. A given s
of parameters, e.g., those for moderate inhibition, may re
in either single-peaked@contralateral CD of 150 and 400ms,
Fig. 2~C! and ~D!# or double-peaked@contralateral CD of
260 and 50ms, Fig. 2~A! and ~B!# IPD functions.

2. Changing stimulus frequency

The effects of stimulus frequency on the ITD functio
of IC neurons have been studied physiologically by Yin a
Kuwada~1983b!. They plotted the ITD functions at differen
frequencies on a common axis and found that for some c
the ITD functions showed peaks or troughs at a common C
The ITD functions of the IC model neurons at three frequ
479 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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cies, i.e., 400, 500, and 600 Hz, were simulated with stim
lus intensity and duration the same as those in previ
simulations. Figure 3 shows the ITD functions of the ipsila
eral MSO and IC model neurons at the three frequenc
The CD of the ipsilateral MSO was 100ms, whereas that of
the contralateral MSO was 50ms. Each ITD function of the
ipsilateral MSO model neuron@Fig. 3~A!# was a sinusoidlike
function with a frequency equal to stimulus frequency. B
visual inspection, these curves showed a common peak a
CD of the model neuron, which was 100ms. The relationship
between the mean interaural phase of the response an
stimulus frequency was linear. The ITD functions of the
model neuron with weak inhibition showed a similar pro
. The

ses to
TABLE I. Model parameters for tone stimuli. The two MSO model neurons receive only excitatory inputs
‘‘C’’ or ‘‘I’’ indicates that the inputs come from the contralateral side~‘‘C’’ ! or the ipsilateral side~‘‘I’’ ! with
respect to the neuron that receives the inputs. The dash, —, represents ‘‘not applicable.’’

Parameters
Ipsilateral MSO

exc
Contralateral MSO

exc

IC

exc inh

Number of projecting neurons 6~C,I! 6~C,I! 1~I! 1 ~C!
Synaptic strength~nS! 2.5 2.5 25 varieda

Time constant~ms! 0.1 0.1 0.1 varieda

CD of MSO ~ms! 100 50b — —
Delay of arrival~ms! 0 0 0 1

aThe parameter values are given in Table II.
bNote that the CD of the contralateral MSO cell was systematically varied in the simulation of the respon
500-Hz tone stimuli.
479Cai et al.: IC binaural model with inhibitory inputs
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erty, although the peak of the ITD function at 400 Hz w
affected. The ITD functions of the IC model neurons w
moderate and strong inhibition, however, did not have a p
at a common ITD. In fact, with strong inhibition, the ITD
functions have a common minimum and appear similar to
response of excitatory-inhibitory cells in the LSO~Kuwada
et al., 1997!. It was also found that an ITD function with
single peak for some frequencies may be bimodal for so
other frequencies, such as the IC model neuron with mo
ate inhibition. The ITD function of this model neuron wa
unimodal at 600 Hz, whereas the ITD functions were bim
dal at 500 and 400 Hz.

3. Phase locking to monaural stimuli

The phase locking of IC model neurons in response
500-Hz monaural tone stimuli was characterized by the s
chronization index~Johnson, 1980!. The period histogram o
the responses during the last 2 s of the 3-sstimulus duration
was used for these calculations. The significance of the s
chronization index was evaluated by the Rayleigh criter
~Mardia, 1972!, which tests whether the histogram was

TABLE II. Inhibitory input parameters to the IC in the cases of ‘‘weak
‘‘moderate,’’ and ‘‘strong’’ inhibition.

Weak Moderate Strong

Synaptic strength 6 nS 8 nS 10 nS
Time constant 2 ms 3.5 ms 10 ms
480 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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sample of a uniform distribution. If for a histogram, 2nR2

.13.8, wheren is the number of discharges andR is the
synchronization index, the probability that the histogram i
sample of a uniform distribution is 0.001.

The synchronization indices obtained from monau
stimulation of each side were averaged. Figure 4 shows
mean synchronization index for the ipsilateral MSO mod
neuron and for IC model neurons with weak, moderate,
strong inhibition. For these model neurons, the CD of

FIG. 4. Synchronization index of ipsilateral MSO and IC model neuro
with different inhibitions. The excitatory synaptic strengths were 25 and
nS. The IC model neurons with weak, moderate, and strong inhibition
represented by ICw, ICm, and ICs, respectively. The CD of the ipsilat
MSO was 100ms, whereas that of the contralateral MSO was 50ms. Pa-
rameters of the IC model neurons are given in Tables I and II. The sync
nization index was the average of those obtained from monaural stimu
each side. The stimulus was a 500-Hz monaural tone with a duration of
silateral
FIG. 3. Frequency dependence of ITD functions of ipsilateral MSO and IC model neurons with different strengths of inhibition. The CD of the ip
MSO was 100ms, whereas that of the contralateral MSO was 50ms. Input parameters of the IC model neurons are given in Tables I and II.
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ipsilateral MSO was 100ms and that of the contralatera
MSO was 50ms. Two values of the excitatory synapt
strength were studied, i.e., 25 and 16 nS. The synchron
tion index of the IC model neuron was slightly lower tha
that of the ipsilateral MSO model neuron in each ca
Weaker excitation~16 nS! resulted in a larger decrease
synchronization index. Physiological data show that mos
not all, MSO neurons show phase locking~Yin and Chan,
1990!; however, only a small number of low-frequency I
neurons phase lock to monaural stimuli~18% in Kuwada
et al., 1984!. For those which do phase lock, the synchro
zation index is low. The model failed in simulating the
physiological responses.

B. Responses to binaural beat stimuli

For the tonal stimuli described above, the IPD is co
stant over the duration of the stimulus. The IPD functi
obtained from the tone responses is thus referred to as
static IPD function. For other types of tonal stimuli, such
the binaural beat stimuli, the IPD dynamically changes o
the time course of the stimuli. The IPD function convert
from the PST histograms in response to such stimuli is
ferred to as the dynamic IPD function. In this section, t
responses of IC model neurons to binaural beat stimuli
reported.

The binaural beat stimulus involves two tones w
slightly different frequencies presented simultaneously
separately to the two ears. The larger the difference, or
frequency, the faster the IPD changes over time. The sig
the beat frequency determines the direction of motion of
perceived sound. Our convention is that a positive beat
quency indicates that the higher-frequency tone is delive
to the contralateral ear. A comparison between dynamic
static IPD functions has been provided by Yin and Kuwa
~1983a!; the dynamic functions are sharper than the sta
ones~their Fig. 3!. Note that the dynamic functions go t
zero at some troughs while the static ones do not. E
though these functions are normalized to their maximum
sponse rates, normalization does not affect zero rate.

In our simulations, the frequencies of the tones delive
to the two sides were 500 and 501 Hz~beat
frequency561 Hz!, unless otherwise indicated. The dur
tion of the stimulus was 8 s, repeated every 8.5 s for fi
presentations. The PST histograms during the last 7 s of the
stimulus were averaged to get the dynamic IPD functio
The parameters of the IC model were identical to those u
in the simulation of the responses to tone stimuli~Table I!
with the CD of the contralateral MSO model neuron fixed
50 ms.

Binaural beat stimuli were presented in both directio
for each simulation. Figure 5 shows the result of the sa
three model neurons as in Fig. 2~B!. The dynamic IPD func-
tions obtained from the binaural beat stimulus~shown as
bars! are plotted along with the static IPD functions fro
tones~solid curves!. The left column shows the responses
one direction~positive beat frequency! and the right column
shows those in the opposite direction~negative beat fre-
quency!. For these three inhibitory levels, no matter what t
shapes of IPD functions were@unimodal as in Fig. 5~A!, ~B!,
481 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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~E!, and ~F!, or bimodal as in Fig. 5~C! and ~D!#, the dy-
namic and static IPD functions were always consistent
overlapping.

Most IC neurons have approximately the same respo
to the two directions of dynamic phase change~like the
above model neurons!. However, a small number of cells i
the IC exhibited sensitivity to the sign of the beat frequen
~Yin and Kuwada, 1983a!. In addition, there were som
other cells sensitive to the absolute value of the beat
quency or the rate of interaural phase change~Yin and Ku-
wada, 1983a!. The IC model with a long inhibitory time
constant was capable of describing this phenomenon. A l
time constant for the inhibition had an effect similar to
low-pass filter, which made it possible for excitatory input
one moment to interact with inhibitory input at a previo
time. The long-lasting inhibition resulted in a shift of th
maximum inhibition in the PST histogram. Therefore t
maximum inhibition occurred at different IPDs for differen
directions or rates of the binaural beat stimuli. For a dynam
phase change in one direction, if the strong inhibition co
cided with strong excitation, the response of the IC neu
was weak at some IPDs. If in the other direction, stro
inhibition happened to coincide with weak excitation, the
cell still received strong excitation during part of the cyc
and responded vigorously at the same IPDs. Therefore
model IC neuron responded differently to different directio
of the binaural beat stimuli at a given interaural phase.

A model neuron was simulated with a long inhibito
time constant, relative to that of the model neurons in Fig
The detailed parameters are listed in Table III. The inhibito
synaptic strength was kept at 6 nS, as in the ‘‘weak inhi
tion’’ case. The time constant of inhibition was 30 ms. T
excitatory synaptic strength to the IC was increased from
to 40 nS to obtain a reasonable response rate at a favo
beat frequency.

Figure 6 shows the responses of this model neuron
1-Hz binaural beat stimulus and to a 5-Hz beat stimulus
both directions. The neuron showed a stronger respons
the 1-Hz beat than to the 5-Hz beat. When the binaural b
frequency was 5 Hz, both excitatory and inhibitory inp
firings were repeated every 200 ms. Since the inhibition h
a long time constant, inhibition built up from cycle to cyc
but excitation did not. The neuron did not catch up with t
dynamic IPD change and consequently responded v
weakly. If the inhibition were not so strong, a stronger r
sponse to the 5-Hz binaural-beat stimulus would have b
seen. In response to the 1-Hz beat frequency, the model
ron responded better to the motion of sound in the direct
toward the ipsilateral ear~negative beat frequency!.

The current model could only simulate neurons that
spond more vigorously to slower binaural beats than to fa
beats. However, some IC cells show the opposite prop
~Yin and Kuwada, 1983a!. Other processes must be involve
in those neurons.

C. Response to interaural phase-modulated stimuli

The interaural phase-modulated~IPM! stimulus is an-
other type of tonal stimuli in which the IPD is varying ove
the duration of stimuli. It is different from the binaural be
481Cai et al.: IC binaural model with inhibitory inputs
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FIG. 5. Dynamic IPD functions~bars! of IC model neurons obtained from binaural beat stimuli along with the static IPD functions~solid curves! obtained
from tone stimuli. The beat frequency and the inhibition level to the IC are shown at the top of each panel. Parameters of the IC model neurons a
Tables I and II.
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stimulus in that two tones of the same average frequency
delivered to the two ears. However, the phase of one of
sine waves is modulated by a triangular wave. When a c
stant phase offset is included in one of the tone wavefor
the direction, the range, and the center position of the ap
ent sound movement can be manipulated.
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Spitzer and Semple~1993! used triangular interaura
phase-modulated tones in studies of IC cells in anesthet
cats and gerbils. The static IPD functions of IC neurons w
compared with the IPD arcs obtained from IPM stimuli ov
partially overlapping IPD ranges. The majority of uni
~about 94%! showed a systematic relationship between
beat
puts
ts.
shown
TABLE III. Parameters of the IC model neuron simulating directional sensitive neurons for binaural
stimuli. The two MSO model neurons receive only excitatory inputs. The ‘‘C’’ or ‘‘I’’ represents that the in
come from contralateral side~‘‘C’’ ! or ipsilateral side~‘‘I’’ ! with respect to the neuron that receives the inpu
The dash, —, represents ‘‘not applicable.’’ Parameter values chosen specifically for this simulation are
in italics.

Parameters
Ipsilateral MSO

exc
Contralateral MSO

exc

IC

exc inh

Number of projecting neurons 6~C,I! 6~C,I! 1~I! 1~C!
Synaptic strength~nS! 2.5 2.5 40 6
Time constant~ms! 0.1 0.1 0.1 30
CD of MSO ~ms! 100 50 — —
Delay of arrival~ms! 0 0 0 1
482Cai et al.: IC binaural model with inhibitory inputs
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FIG. 6. IPD functions of a direction- and rate-sensitive IC model neuron. The model neuron responded more vigorously when the rate of binaura
slow and/or when the direction of the beat was towards the ipsilateral ear~negative beat frequencies!. Parameters of the IC model neurons are given in Ta
III.
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IPD function obtained from IPM and that from pure tone
Motion of IPD toward the peak of the function is associat
with increased discharge probability and motion toward
trough is associated with decreased discharge probab
Within each IPD range, the IPD function is consisten
sharpened by the dynamics of IPD~cf. their Fig. 8!.

Binaural tones of 65 dB SPL with triangular modulat
interaural phase were applied in the simulation. The car
frequency of both tones was set to the CF of the mo
neuron, i.e., 500 Hz. The modulation frequency was 2
and the modulation depth was 90° such that the ph
changed at the same rate as for a binaural beat stimulus
a beat frequency of 1 Hz. The duration of the stimulus w
10 s, and it was repeated four times. The PST histogram
the last 9 s were averaged and converted to an IPD func

Figure 7 shows the IPD functions of three model ne
rons, with ‘‘weak,’’ ‘‘moderate,’’ and ‘‘strong’’ inhibition,
in response to IPM stimuli~dashed curves! and constant-
phase tones~solid curves!. The parameters of the model ne
rons are given in Table I. Arrows on the top of each cur
indicate the range and direction of the IPD change. E
panel shows the profiles for half the cycle of IPD, i.e., t
IPD change in one direction. Curves on the left column c
respond to increasing IPD, while those on the right cor
spond to decreasing IPD. In contrast to the physiolog
data obtained by Spitzer and Semple~1993!, the response
profiles for overlapping IPDs were continuous in both dire
tions. The IPD arcs could be superimposed to form a c
tinuous IPD function, which resembled the static function
very small shift of the dynamic IPD functions toward th
direction of IPD variation was associated with the latency
the responses of IC neurons. The shift observed in the
483 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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tom panels was also contributed by the long time constan
inhibitory input in addition to the latency. Except for th
shift, the response profiles of IPM stimuli and the stat
phase tones were identical. Although the IPD profiles
both directions were not plotted on a common axis, th
were still comparable since they all followed the static fun
tion, which was the same for both directions. When the
IPD profiles were plotted with the IPD functions obtaine
from the binaural beat stimuli at a beat frequency of 1
~not shown!, it was clear that these functions were perfec
overlapping.

In the above sections, the simulation results of the
sponses of IC model neurons to long-duration tonal stim
were demonstrated. In the following sections, the respon
of IC model neurons to transient stimuli will be describe
including single binaural clicks and pairs of binaural click

D. Responses to single binaural clicks

The responses of IC neurons to clicks with interau
delays were studied by Carney and Yin~1989!. Simulations
are presented below for comparison to the neuron of wh
the responses are shown in Fig. 8. Although ipsilatera
driven neurons such as this one are not the major type
neurons in the IC, this neuron possesses some features
mon to the click responses of many IC neurons: sensitivity
short ITDs; late, long-lasting inhibitions; and early, sho
lasting inhibitions~Carney and Yin, 1989!.

To model this particular neuron, the structure of
models in this study~Fig. 1! was simplified in two ways.
First, the ipsilateral MSO neuron received inhibitory inp
only from the contralateral onset cells. This unbalanced
483Cai et al.: IC binaural model with inhibitory inputs
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FIG. 7. Comparison of the IPD functions of three model neurons with ‘‘weak inhibition’’@~A! and~B!#, ‘‘moderate inhibition’’ @~C! and~D!#, and ‘‘strong
inhibition’’ @~E! and~F!#, obtained from IPM stimuli~dashed curves!. The solid curves are the static IPD functions obtained from 3-s tone stimuli. Arrow
the top show the range and direction of IPD change in IPM stimuli. The rate of IPD change was 360°/s. Parameters of the IC model neurons ar
Tables I and II.
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hibition resulted in the asymmetric monaural responses
the MSO model neuron itself and hence the IC model n
ron. Second, the contralateral MSO model neuron rece
excitation only from the SBCs on its ipsilateral side. In th
case, only the contralateral stimulus~with respect to the IC
model neuron! could trigger the contralateral MSO an
hence caused the long-lasting inhibition to the IC. Emp
cally, about 18% of MSO neurons have been observed
monaural cells~Yin and Chan, 1990!. Note that the asymme
try in model structure was required for some cells such as
one in Fig. 8. For other cells which showed approximat
symmetric responses, a symmetric structure, which inclu
all pathways in Fig. 1, could be used. A model neuron w
no inputs from one side is an extreme case of weak inp
from that side.

The parameters used for this model neuron are liste
Table IV. The excitatory input parameters to the two MS
model neurons were identical to those of the previous sim
lation, except that the contralateral MSO model neuron
ceived excitatory inputs only from its ipsilateral side. It w
assumed that the inhibitory inputs are relayed from GBCs
484 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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the AVCN via the nuclei of the trapezoid body~Smithet al.,
1991; Cant and Hyson, 1992!. GBCs have thicker axons tha
SBCs and the synaptic connections between GBCs and
in MNTB are secure~Finlayson and Caspary, 1989!. There-
fore it is possible that the contralateral inhibitory inputs a
rive earlier than those from the SBCs. For the ipsilate
MSO model neuron, inhibitory inputs arrived 3 ms earli
than the excitatory inputs from both sides. The value of 3
was chosen based on the observation~Carney and Yin, 1989!
that at small negative ITDs, the response to the leading~ip-
silateral monaural! click is suppressed by the lagging~con-
tralateral monaural! click when the ITD is as large a
22.8 ms~Fig. 8!. The synaptic strength and time constant
the inhibition to the IC were 40 nS and 5 ms, respectivel

The click stimulus used in this study was a 100-ms
pulse. The intensity of the binaural clicks was 55 dB pea
equivalent SPL, unless otherwise indicated. Fifty repetitio
of single binaural click stimuli were presented every 150 m
The range of interaural time differences, or the delay
tween the two monaural clicks, was extended from210 ms
to 30 ms.
484Cai et al.: IC binaural model with inhibitory inputs
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FIG. 8. Response of an IC neuron with early and late inhibition. Estimated best frequency was 2.8 kHz.~A! Rate-level curves of monaural clicks.~B! Click
ITD function at 70 dB.~C! Dot rasters for responses to 70-dB clicks with varied ITDs.~D! Click ITD functions at various contralateral intensities whe
ipsilateral intensity was fixed at 70 dB.@From Carney and Yin~1989!, their Figs. 6C, D, E and Fig. 8C. Reprinted with permission.#
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1. Rate-level curves

The rate-level curves of the model neuron for monau
click stimuli are plotted in Fig. 9~A!. The IC model neuron
did not respond to contralateral stimuli except at low leve
At a high level, since the inhibition from the contralater
onset cells arrived earlier at the ipsilateral MSO model n
ron than the excitation from the SBCs, the ipsilateral MS
model neuron and hence the IC model neuron did not
spond to the stimulus. At levels lower than 45 dB, the in
bition to the ipsilateral MSO model neuron from the co
tralateral onset cells was not strong enough to suppress
485 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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excitation driven by both the spontaneous response of i
lateral SBCs and the stimulus-evoked response of the c
tralateral SBCs. For ipsilateral monaural stimuli, the
sponse rate increased monotonically when the intensity
the stimulus was increased up to 75 dB. The model IC n
ron responded to ipsilateral stimuli because the inhibit
from the onset cells was too weak to suppress the respon
the ipsilateral MSO model neuron. The slight decrease
response rate at 90 and 105 dB was due to the ringing
model auditory-nerve fibers, which reduced the synchron
tion of the first spike in the response~Cai, 1997!.
485Cai et al.: IC binaural model with inhibitory inputs
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TABLE IV. Parameters of the IC model neuron simulating click response of neuron ID 86191-11 in Carne
Yin ~1989! ~also shown in Fig. 8!. The parameters that are different from Table I are represented in italics.
represents input from the contralateral side of a certain neuron, and ‘‘I’’ represents input from the ipsi
side of a neuron.

Parameters

Ipsilateral MSO
Contralateral MSO

exc

IC

exc inh exc inh

Number of projecting neurons 6~C,I! 6~C! 6~I! 1~I! 1~C!
Synaptic strength~nS! 2.5 3.0 2.5 25 40
Time constant~ms! 0.1 2 0.1 0.1 5
CD of MSO ~ms! 0 — — —
Delay of arrival~ms! 0 23 0 0 1
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2. ITD functions

The ITD function of this model neuron for ipsilatera
and contralateral clicks at 55 dB SPL is shown in Fig. 9~B!
~solid curve!. When the clicks from the two sides were pr
sented simultaneously~zero ITD!, the model neuron re
sponded with 1 spike/stimulus. The model neuron dem
strated ITD sensitivity at small ITDs. When the stimulus
the contralateral side was delivered shortly after the stimu
to the ipsilateral side~ITDs around22 ms!, the response o
the model neuron to the ipsilateral stimulus was suppres
due to the early inhibition to the ipsilateral MSO model ne
ron. For large ITDs in either direction, the neuron respond
to each click separately. Since the model neuron did
oc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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respond to the contralateral monaural click at 55 dB,
discharge probability at large ITDs was the same as tha
the ipsilateral click alone, which was about 0.9.

A comparison of the ITD function of the IC model neu
ron with that of the ipsilateral MSO cell~Cai, 1997! indi-
cated that the low discharge rates of the IC model neuro
ITDs between 2 and 11 ms were caused by the inhibit
from the contralateral MSO neuron. At these ITDs, the
sponse of the IC model was remarkably suppressed.
MSO model cell, however, showed a clear cyclic depende
of response rate on ITD with a frequency equal to the
~500 Hz! and the peak response probabilities between 1
0.8. The trough rates increased with ITD until they reach
lateral

FIG. 9. Response of the IC model neuron simulating click responses of neuron ID 86191-11~Carney and Yin, 1989! shown in Fig. 8.~A! Rate-level curves
of monaural responses.~B! Click ITD functions of IC model neuron for two contralateral stimulus levels. Solid curve: ipsilateral 55 dB SPL and contra
55 dB SPL. Dashed curve: ipsilateral 55 dB SPL and contralateral 75 dB SPL.~C! and~D! dot-raster plots of the responses for ITDs between26 and 19 ms
with 1-ms steps. Ipsilateral stimulus intensity was 55 dB in both plots. Contralateral stimulus intensity was 55 dB in~C! and 75 dB in~D!. Parameters of the
IC model neuron are given in Table IV.
486Cai et al.: IC binaural model with inhibitory inputs
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TABLE V. Parameters of an IC model neuron simulating ITD-dependent echo suppression. This n
showed stronger suppression when the leading click had an ITD that elicited a strong response. Par
shown in italics are those critical for the simulation of data. The dash, —, represents ‘‘not applicable.’’

Parameters

Ipsilateral MSO Contralateral MSO IC

exc inh exc inh exc inh

Number of projecting neurons 6~C,I! 6~C,I! 6~C,I! 6~C,I! 1~I! 1~C!
Synaptic strength~nS! 2.0 7.0 2.0 4 25 30
Time constant~ms! 0.1 4 0.1 2 0.1 20
CD of MSO ~ms! 0 0 — —
Delay of arrival~ms! 0 0 0 0 0 1
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around 0.9. The peaks of the MSO response rate were se
the response of the IC model cell, since the inhibition at t
stimulus intensity was not strong enough to overcome
excitation from the ipsilateral MSO.

The dot-raster plot of the responses of the IC mo
neuron@shown in Fig. 9~C!# shows the discharge times
ITDs between26 and 19 ms for an integer step of 1 m
This plot basically indicates the same things as the ITD fu
tion shown in Fig. 9~B!. The early inhibition was indicated
by the absence of responses at an ITD of21 ms. The late
inhibition was indicated by the weak response~fewer dots! at
ITDs between 1 and 12 ms.

3. Changing contralateral stimulus level

The effects of stimulus intensity on the ITD function
IC neurons were studied both in physiological data~Carney
and Yin, 1989! @reprinted in Fig. 8~D!# and in simulation
@Fig. 9~B!, dashed curve#. In the simulation, the ipsilatera
level was fixed at 55 dB SPL while the contralateral lev
was either 55 dB or 75 dB SPL.

Note that the dashed ITD function was shifted to the l
of the solid curve and its peak near zero ITD was narrow
When the stimulus intensity was higher, the first action p
tentials of the SBCs were evoked with a shorter latency. T
effect was similar to having a more positive ITD. The na
rowness of the peak near zero ITD was caused by the hi
synchronization of the first action potentials at 75 dB SP
Since the probability of discharge of the contralateral MS
model neuron was larger when the stimulus intensity w
higher, a stronger suppression was observed at large ITD
the 75-dB case. However, it was interesting to note that
duration of the suppression was not so prolonged as
observed in the physiological data~cf. Fig. 8!. Also, the re-
covery of the lagging response was not gradual as in
physiological data. Two factors contributed to these obse
tions. First, there was onlyone inhibitory input to the model
IC neuron and the maximum number of inhibitory spik
triggered by each click wasone, so the time of arrival and
the strength of the inhibition was approximately the same
both levels, except for a small latency shift caused by
difference in intensity. Second, the inhibitory conductan
function was a deterministic function driven by each inhi
tory input action potential. The dot raster of the response
the 75-dB case is shown in Fig. 9~D!. A comparison between
the dot raster plots in Fig. 9~C! and~D! indicated that the late
inhibition was stronger in the 75-dB case because of
complete lack of responses at ITDs between 1 and 10 m
oc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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E. Responses to pairs of binaural clicks

The responses of IC cells to pairs of dichotic clicks th
mimic the stimulus used to observe the precedence ef
have been studied in physiological experiments. The pre
dence effect, sometimes called the law of the first wavefro
refers to the psychophysical observation that the first stim
lus in a pair of stimuli dominates the perceived location
the pair, when the pair is closely spaced in time~Blauert,
1983!. Recent physiological studies have explored this p
nomenon by using pairs of binaural click stimuli~Litovsky
and Yin, 1993, 1994; Fitzpatricket al., 1995!. When a pair
of binaural clicks is presented to the two ears with a sh
interclick delay~ICD!, the response of an IC neuron to th
lagging stimulus is suppressed. When the ICD is increas
the response to the lagging stimulus recovers~Litovsky and
Yin, 1993, 1994; Fitzpatricket al., 1995!. The amount of
suppression depends on the ITD of the leading stimulus
some neurons, a leading stimulus with an ITD that evoke
strong response~referred to as strong ITD! has stronger sup
pressive effect than that with an ITD that evokes a we
response~referred to as weak ITD!; in other neurons, a lead
ing stimulus with a weak ITD has a stronger suppress
effect than a leading stimulus with a strong ITD~Litovsky
and Yin, 1993, 1994; Fitzpatricket al., 1995!.

Responses to 20 repetitions of pairs of binaural clic
were simulated with 150 ms between each pair. The rang
ICDs was between 1 and 70 ms. The technique used to c
the number of discharges in response to the leading and
ging clicks was the same as that used in the physiolog
studies ~Litovsky and Yin, 1993, 1994; Fitzpatricket al.,
1995!. Specifically, the number of spikes in response to e
click was counted in a window with a fixed duration, whic
was determined by the observation of the PST histogram
dot-raster plot.~If the windows for the leading and laggin
stimuli overlapped, the number of spikes in response to
leading stimulus was set to the average number of sp
when the stimulus was given alone. Then, the number
spikes in response to the lagging click was calculated
subtracting this average number from the total number
spikes in the overlapping window.!

1. Leading stimulus with strong ITD more suppressive

The model IC neuron received inputs from the ipsilate
and contralateral MSO model neurons with both CDs eq
to zero. Detailed parameters of the IC and MSO model n
rons in this case are listed in Table V. The excitatory inp
parameters of the IC model were identical to those descri
487Cai et al.: IC binaural model with inhibitory inputs
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FIG. 10. Response of two model IC neurons to pairs of binaural clicks. For the model neuron with responses shown in upper panels~parameters are given in
Table V!, a leading stimulus with an ITD that elicited a strong response~a strong ITD! was more suppressive. For the model neuron with responses sh
in lower panels~parameters are given in Table VI!, a leading stimulus with an ITD that elicited a weak response~a weak ITD! was more suppressive.~A! and
~C! click ITD functions. The plus sign~‘‘ 1’’ ! indicates the strong ITD~0 ms! and the minus sign~‘‘ 2’’ ! indicates the weak ITD (2900ms). Using these
notations, conditions for paired binaural clicks are indicated in panels~B! and~D! as follows: ‘‘1/1’’ indicates that the strong ITD value~0 ms! was used for
both the leading and the lagging clicks, and ‘‘2/1’’ indicates that the weak ITD (2900ms) was used for the leading click and the strong ITD~0 ms! was
used for the lagging click.
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in Table I. The input parameters of the ipsilateral MSO ne
ron were chosen such that its ITD function showed a ma
mal response of approximately 1 spike/stimulus~at around
zero ITD! and a minimal response of approximately no d
charges~at an ITD of2900ms!. The parameters of the con
tralateral MSO neuron were chosen so that the response
at 0 and 900ms differed by at least 50%. Other choices of t
parameters did not change the essential properties of
simulation results as long as the ITD sensitivities of the t
MSO neurons were preserved.

The click ITD function of the IC model neuron in Fig
10~A! shows a peak around zero ITD and troughs around11
and21 ms. The absence of peaks at62 ms was due to the
inhibitions from onset cells to the ipsilateral MSO mod
neuron. Based on this ITD function, the strong ITD w
chosen at zero and the weak ITD at2900ms. As in physi-
ological studies, in order to study the effects of the lead
stimulus on the suppression of the response to the lag
stimulus, the lagging stimulus was always at the strong I
of the cell whereas the leading ITD could be at either
strong or the weak ITD. The former case was represente
‘‘ 1/1’’ and the latter case by ‘‘2/1’’ in Fig. 10.

The recovery curves in Fig. 10~B! illustrate the re-
sponses of the model neuron to lagging stimuli at vario
interclick delays for both ‘‘1/1’’ and ‘‘ 2/1’’ cases. The
responses to lagging stimuli were normalized by dividing
number of discharges by the average number of discha
488 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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when the stimulus was delivered alone~Fitzpatrick et al.,
1995!. In the ‘‘1/1’’ case, the response of the model neur
to the lagging click was suppressed for as long as 40 ms
the ‘‘2/1’’ case, on the other hand, the response to
lagging click was recovered 15 ms after the leading click

A comparison between the recovery curves of the mo
neuron@Fig. 10~B!# and real IC neurons indicated that th
recovery of real neurons was more gradual. This differe
may be due to the facts that the IC model neuron recei
only one inhibitory input and that this inhibition had a fixe
synaptic strength and time constant. It is suggested tha
neurons may receive multiple inputs and/or that the amo
of inhibitory neurotransmitter released varies from trial
trial.

2. Leading stimulus with a weak ITD more
suppressive

To simulate the IC neurons for which a leading stimul
with a weak ITD was more suppressive, a different CD of t
contralateral MSO model neuron was chosen. Detailed in
mation on model parameters is given in Table VI. Note th
the parameters for the ipsilateral MSO and IC model neur
were the same as in above simulation. The contralat
MSO neuron had a CD of 900ms. Although this CD was out
of the physiologically related ITD range for cats, this val
was used simply to illustrate the possibility for promine
488Cai et al.: IC binaural model with inhibitory inputs
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TABLE VI. Parameters of an IC model neuron simulating ITD-dependent echo suppression. This n
showed stronger suppression when the leading click had an ITD that elicited a weak response. Par
shown in italics are those critical for the simulation of data. The dashes, —, represent ‘‘not applicable.

Parameters

Ipsilateral MSO Contralateral MSO IC

exc inh exc inh exc inh

Number of projecting neurons 6~C,I! 6~C,I! 6~C,I! 6~C,I! 1~I! 1~C!
Synaptic strength~nS! 2.0 7.0 2.0 1 25 30
Time constant~ms! 0.1 4 0.1 2 0.1 20
CD of MSO ~ms! 0 900 — —
Delay of arrival~ms! 0 0 0 0 0 1
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effects with parameters similar to those used for other sim
lations here. A MSO model neuron of CF of 1000 Hz wi
CD at 400ms would have given a similar result.

Figure 10~C! shows the click ITD function of the mode
neuron. Since the inhibitory input to the IC was delayed b
ms, the inhibitory MSO model neuron did not affect the cli
ITD function of the IC at small interaural delays. Therefo
the ITD function in Fig. 10~C! is identical to that in Fig.
10~A!. As noted above, the strong ITD was chosen at z
and the weak ITD at2900ms. The same stimuli were pre
sented and the same methods were employed to generat
analyze the simulation results. The recovery curves
shown in Fig. 10~D!. It is clear that this neuron showed th
opposite result to that in Fig. 10~B!. For this model neuron
the responses to the lagging stimulus in the ‘‘2/1’’ case
were more strongly suppressed than those in ‘‘1/1’’ case.
The suppression lasted tens of milliseconds even when
neuron did not respond to the leading stimulus. Like
model neuron with responses shown in the upper panel
Fig. 10, this model neuron recovered from the suppress
more abruptly than real IC neurons.

III. DISCUSSION

The Hodgkin–Huxley type model for the IC neurons
this paper received an excitatory and an inhibitory input fr
MSO model neurons. This simple structure is not necessa
a realistic description of the anatomy; however, it has
ability to describe a variety of physiological data from t
IC, including the responses to pure tones, binaural b
stimuli, interaural phase-modulated stimuli, single binau
clicks, and pairs of binaural clicks. An abstract model, wh
functionally simulates the excitatory and inhibitory effects
the inputs, would be able to give similar results. Physiolo
cal models seem to be more appropriate in this study ba
on the rationale for the modeling approach stated in the
troduction.

A. Responses to sustained stimuli

1. ITD sensitivities

The ITD sensitivity of IC neurons has been studied e
tensively. It was found that more than 80% of low-frequen
IC neurons were sensitive to interaural delay~Yin and Ku-
wada, 1984!. These neurons show cyclic responses at
stimulating frequency. Two types of ITD functions we
generated in our simulations. One had only one maximum
a cycle and the other, more unusual, had two peaks in
oc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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cycle. The double-peaked ITD functions have been obser
from IC neurons but have not been observed in MSO n
rons ~Yin, personal communication!. These observations
suggest that the bimodal function is associated with the c
vergence of auditory pathways on the IC.

Based on the simulation results, the shape of ITD fu
tions depends on the interaction between the excitation
inhibition to the IC at given ITDs. Therefore the stimulu
frequency or the CD of either of the MSO model neuro
could affect the ITD sensitivity of the IC model neuron. Th
simulation of the ITD functions of IC model neurons at thr
different stimulus frequencies showed that an ITD functi
which was unimodal at some frequencies could be bimo
at other frequencies. Consistent with the model prediction
neuron showing this property is illustrated in Yin and K
wada~1983a, their Fig. 3, neuron 78145-3!.

2. Characteristic delay and phase-frequency function

The concept of ‘‘characteristic delay’’ was introduce
by Roseet al. ~1966!. They found that the ITD functions a
different frequencies appeared to have a peak or trough
common delay, which is referred to as the characteristic
lay. In our simulations, ITD functions with a single pea
could be obtained with either weak inhibition or strong inh
bition from the contralateral MSO model neuron. In the ca
of weak or absent inhibition, the peak in the ITD functio
corresponds to the characteristic delay of the neuron, a
the MSO model neuron. In these cells, a common peak
be observed for different stimulus frequencies. In the cas
strong inhibition, however, the peak in the ITD function m
not correspond to a CD in this sense because the pea
sponse may not happen at the same ITD for different stim
lation frequencies. In this case, the minima occur at a co
mon ITD. A response of this type in the IC might b
interpreted as the result of excitatory-inhibitory inputs fro
the LSO; however, these modeling results indicate that
same response pattern can occur due to inhibition from
contralateral MSO.

A quantitative measurement of the CD was introduc
by Yin and Kuwada~1983b!. They explored the concept o
characteristic delay in great detail both with physiologic
experiments and with computer simulations. They plotted
mean interaural phase of the response against the stimul
frequency and found that for the 201 runs on 82 pha
sensitive IC neurons, about 60% were identified as havin
489Cai et al.: IC binaural model with inhibitory inputs
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CD at an acceptable significance level, meaning that the
lationship of phase and frequency is linear.

If phase-frequency functions of IC model neurons in t
study were plotted with a denser sampling frequency,
believe that both linear and nonlinear functions would res
When the inhibition from the contralateral MSO model ne
ron was weak or absent, the response of the IC model ne
basically followed that of the ipsilateral MSO model neur
and showed a linear phase-frequency plot for the frequen
near its CF. When the inhibition from the contralateral MS
was strong enough to affect the ITD-tuning of the IC, t
phase-frequency function was not generally linear, si
there was no common peak for these ITD functions. T
peak of the ITD function of the IC model neuron depend
not only on the stimulus frequency but also on the interact
between two MSO model neurons. Consistent with this p
diction, neuron 79151-6 in Fig. 6 of Yin and Kuwad
~1983b! showed bimodal ITD functions at several stimul
frequencies and its phase-frequency function was nonlin

3. Phase locking

Phase locking is an important feature for neurons
sponsible for ITD encoding. Although many low-frequen
IC neurons are sensitive to interaural delay, only a sm
percent of them phase lock to monaural stimuli@about 18%
in 82 neurons in Yin and Kuwada~1984!#. For those which
do phase lock, the synchronization index is low. The s
chronization index of the IC model neuron to monau
stimuli showed a slight decrease relative to that of the M
model neurons. The slight decrease in the degree of p
locking resulted partly from the inhibitory input to the I
model neurons. The decrease of the synchronization in
was proportional to the strength of inhibition. Since the
hibition to the IC was not perfectly phase locked, it made
membrane potential more random. Hence the inhibition
only changed the probability of firing at a certain time, b
also changed the exact time of firing of the neuron.

A possible mechanism for the decrease of phase lock
in actual IC neurons is that IC neurons receive multiple
puts. A cell that is driven by several inputs which are pha
locked to different phases will be phase locked at a low
degree than each of its inputs. In addition, the phase lock
of the model cell is also influenced by its membrane prop
ties. In any case, it is clear that the current model with o
one excitatory and one inhibitory input cannot describe
dramatic decrease in phase locking of the IC.

4. Sensitivity to dynamic temporal features

In binaural beat stimuli and interaural phase-modula
tones, the interaural time differences change as a functio
time. The sensitivity of IC neurons to these dynamic tem
ral features was first systematically studied by Spitzer
Semple~1993!. The nonoverlapping IPD arcs in response
IPM stimuli are consistent with the binaural beat data of
IC ~Yin and Kuwada, 1983a; Spitzer and Semple, 199!,
which showed the sharpening effect of a dynamically elici
response. Spitzer and Semple used the same time-va
IPD stimuli on gerbil SOC neurons and found that for mo
490 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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units the responses to IPM stimuli were overlapping
overlapping IPD ranges~Spitzer and Semple, 1992!. Their
results suggest that the SOC initially encodes instantane
IPD, while further processing in the IC provides the depe
dence on the time course of IPD.

In the IC model presented in this paper, there was
mechanism incorporated that was influenced by the his
of the response. It is not surprising that the current mo
does not describe the nonoverlapping IPD arcs in respons
IPM stimuli. An extension of this model with an adaptatio
mechanism, presented in the accompanying paper, is ab
describe the effects of dynamic phase~Cai et al., 1997!.

B. Responses to transient stimuli

1. Gradualness of recovery

When pairs of binaural clicks are presented at short
terstimulus delays, the number of discharges of IC neur
evoked by the lagging stimulus is smaller than that evok
by the lagging stimulus alone. As the interclick delay ge
longer, the response to the lagging stimulus recovers~Lito-
vsky and Yin, 1993, 1994; Fitzpatricket al., 1995!. The re-
covery can be also observed in the responses to single
aural clicks at a large ITD~Carney and Yin, 1989!. The
comparison of the recovery of IC neurons with that of t
model neuron indicated that the recovery of real neuron
more gradual than that of the model neuron. This observa
suggests that a single IC neuron receives inhibition fr
multiple sources. Since the stellate cells in the IC have d
drites extended across the fibrodendritic laminae, each
them may receive inputs from more than one population
synaptic endings~Oliver and Morest, 1984!. Even though the
dendritic field of disk-shaped cells is confined in a very n
row range~about 50mm!, these cells also receive large num
bers of synaptic inputs on both dendrites and, in some ca
cell bodies~Oliver and Morest, 1984; Oliver, 1987; Shne
derman and Oliver, 1989!. In addition, most, if not all, IC
neurons send collaterals to nearby neurons~Oliver and
Huerta, 1992!. The effects of these synaptic inputs are n
clear; however, they may affect the response of IC neuro
including the recovery to the lagging stimulus.

2. Onset inhibition to the IC

We found that the inhibitory inputs to the IC model
the simulation of the responses to sustained stimuli had to
much weaker to describe the data than those in the sim
tion of the responses to transient stimuli. If the parameter
the inhibition from the contralateral MSO were made stro
enough to cause tens of milliseconds of silence of the mo
neuron at stimulus onset, the sustained response of the m
neuron to a long-duration tone would be eliminated. T
same issue has been discussed in Brugheraet al. ~1996!. The
coexistence of strong inhibition at stimulus onset and s
tained response to an ongoing stimulus~Carney and Yin,
1989! indicates that IC neurons may receive strong on
inhibition in addition to the sustained inhibition. Many IC
neurons with onset inhibition were reported in Kuwadaet al.
~1989!.
490Cai et al.: IC binaural model with inhibitory inputs
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There are several possible causes for this phenome
First, IC neurons may receive onset inhibition in addition
the inhibition from DNLL. This inhibition may come from
monaural nuclei or interneurons inside the IC. The proj
tions from the VNLL to the IC are apparently glycinergi
suggesting that cells in the VNLL act as inhibitory interne
rons between the octopus cells in the cochlear nucleus
the IC ~Adams and Wenthold, 1987!. It is possible that IC
neurons receive onset inhibition from octopus cells direc
via VNLL ~Adams and Wenthold, 1987!. Second, the DNLL
may not be a faithful relay of the MSO on its ipsilateral sid
Some neurons in the DNLL responded to binaural tones w
only onset responses or onset responses followed by w
sustained responses~Bruggeet al., 1970! depending on in-
teraural disparities. Third, some neurons in the contralat
MSO might be onset cells. The lack of any report of on
cells in the MSO might be related to the lack of recording
the responses of MSO neurons to transient stimuli, whic
due to the strong field potential within the MSO~Guinan
et al., 1972!. Further physiological experiments are need
to clarify these possibilities.

C. Comparisons with other models

1. Comparison with the MSO model

Since the IC model in this study incorporated MS
models to provide inputs, the responses of the MSO mo
neurons to each stimulus were obtained. Therefore it
convenient to compare the MSO model and the IC mode
this study.

The MSO model showed a cyclic ITD function when
pure-tone stimulus was presented. In response to bina
click stimuli, the MSO model cell with inhibitory inputs als
showed early and/or late inhibition. The asymmetry of
sponses with positive and negative interaural delay depen
on the asymmetry of the inhibitory inputs to the neuron. T
single MSO cell model did not show bimodal ITD function
direction and rate sensitivities, ITD-dependent echo supp
sion, and sharpened dynamic IPD functions. Therefore it
not adequate as a model for cells in the IC.

The IC model presented in this paper was consis
with a larger set of observed IC behavior. In addition
properties demonstrated by the MSO model, it showed bim
dal IPD functions with some choices of the inhibitory para
eters from the contralateral MSO. It also showed sensitiv
to the direction and the speed of the binaural beat stimu
when the contralateral inhibition lasted for a long time~tens
of milliseconds!. In response to pairs of binaural clicks, th
model neuron showed ITD-dependent echo suppression.
ITD-dependence was determined by the characteristic d
of the inhibitory MSO model neuron.

Neither of these models described the gradual recov
of the response to a lagging transient stimulus when
stimuli are applied one after another with a short delay
was suggested that this gradual recovery may reflect the
that IC neurons may receive multiple inhibitory and exci
tory inputs. The variability of the synaptic characteristics a
the response probability of these sources might also con
ute to the gradual recovery. The model did not show
491 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 1, January 1998
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coexistence of strong onset inhibition and sustained
sponses to long-duration stimuli, unless inhibitory inpu
were provided to the IC by onset neurons.@See the related
discussion by Brugheraet al. ~1996!.# Finally, this IC model
did not show sharpened dynamic IPD functions.

2. Comparison with a functional model with lateral
inhibition

Besides the physiological models developed for the
functional models for psychophysics~such as cross-
correlation models! have been developed for several decad
~see the review by Colburn, 1996!. Among those models, the
Lindemann~1986a, b! model incorporated a dynamic later
inhibition mechanism and monaural channels that provid
inputs to the interaural cross-correlation function. These
tensions allow the model to provide a basis for the pre
dence effect. When there are coincidences at one valu
ITD, the model generates inhibitions to the coincidences
other values of ITD. Hence the Lindemann model predi
that minimum echo suppression happens when the lea
stimulus and lagging stimulus come from the same locat
and maximum suppression happens when the leading st
lus and lagging stimulus are lateral to each other in spa
Psychophysical evidence also suggests~on the basis of very
little data! ~Boerger, 1965! that echo suppression is strong
when sources are widely separated. This relationship o
partially describes the data observed in physiology~Litovsky
and Yin, 1993, 1994; Fitzpatricket al., 1995!. The Linde-
mann model cannot predict the data in which suppress
can be strongest when both the leading and lagging stim
come from the same source. The physiological model
scribed in this paper with excitation and inhibition comin
from independent sources described both psychophysical
physiological data.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Simulation results revealed that the IC model with ip
lateral excitation and contralateral inhibition from ITD
sensitive neurons showed unimodal and bimodal ITD fu
tions, rate and direction sensitivities to binaural beat stim
early and late inhibition in response to binaural clicks, a
ITD-dependent echo suppression in response to pairs of
aural clicks. With the current model structure and membra
function, the model did not show sensitivity to dynamic tem
poral features or sharpened dynamic IPD functions in
sponse to binaural beat stimuli and interaural pha
modulated stimuli. It also did not show gradual recove
curves in response to transient stimuli and the dramatic
crease of phase locking to monaural tone stimuli. In orde
show some of these features, mechanisms such as adap
~Cai et al., 1997! and a more complex model structure we
needed.
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